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The target of the PADME experiment
The experiment searches for the production
of the dark photon* with the missing mass
method1,2

@Beam Test Facility of the Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati(LNF)
SIGNAL

A target for PADME?
 ACTIVE TARGET
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The missing mass resolution improves with
the spatial resolution on the beam-target
interaction point, needed to measure the
direction of the SM photon (see fig.1).

FIRST RUN THIS YEAR!
This experiment is independent from the decay mode of the
dark photon!

Experiment requirement on beam spatial
resolution < 1 mm

Design sensitivity in the region
MA’≤ 2MeEbeam (23.7 MeV/c2) and ε2≥10-6

 ACTIVE DIAMOND TARGET
Diamond is an allotropic form of the carbon

For Ebeam=550 MeV MA’≤ 23.7

MeV/c2

Z=6

Background

Low Z improves Signal/Background

Bremsstrahlung on diamond

*Physics motivation and experiment layout discussed in detail in the
poster: ”The investigation on the dark sector at the PADME experiment”.

Annihilation into 2 (or 3) SM photons

Diamond detector

Diamond detector of 2 × 2 cm2 area and 100 μm
thickness with 19X+19Y strip electrodes fabricated
orthogonally on both faces with 1mm pitch.

The very first prototype with graphitic strips was tested and
characterized in November 2015 during a beam test at the BTF (LNF),
using the e± beam of the DAΦNE Linac 4 .

CVD polycristalline diamond
Starting from a

Chemical Vapor Deposition is a technique that
takes advantage of the metastable synthesis of
the diamond at low pressure, using mixtures of
hydrocarbons (CO or CH4) or hydrogen in
presence of plasma.

CVD polycrystalline diamond film
(Applied Diamond) 2 types of detectors are
assembled, which differ by the nature of their
electrodes 3.

Graphitic strips

Metallic contacts Cr-Au

Strip Y
Front side

The diamond detectors were connected
mechanically to the PCB by glue spots deposited
using a dispensing system equipped with a syringe
and precisely positionated with a micrometric
XYZθ handling system.

Diamond with graphitic stips:
Araldite AY 103-1 and HY 991
Diamond with metallic stips:
Araldite 2011
target place
D

Read out Front-End

Ebeam= 450 MeV






300 events
Gaussian Mean
6.231±0.012
Gaussian Sigma
0.2036±0.2036

spatial X resolution ≈ 0.2 mm
spatial Y resolution ≈ 0.3 mm
Charge Collection Distance ≈ 11-12 μm
X-Y beam profiles reconstructed
good time resolution (0.7ns)
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Back side

Electrical contacts

PCB vias (through-holes), filled
with a 2-component conductive
adhesive from the back side,
provide electrical connection of xstrips with PCB .
EPOXY E-solder 3025 glue
deposited
with
a
syringe,
monitoring online the electrical
resistance of the contact (0.4-1 Ω).

Back-end holes

Front side

Aluminium wire bonding between PCB lines and
strips on the Y view, thanks to INFN Perugia.

Both detectors hold the High Voltage and IV curves measured: about +/-50nA at +/-150 V

Diamond target inner board mounted and
electrically connected (via connectors) to
two IDEAS boards equipped each with a 16
channel AMADEUS chip to readout
16X+16Y strips.
Complete target board connected to the
vacuum tight flange with the final
mechanical support.

DCS and DAQ
 Remote control of each instrument

Summary
 Two Active Diamond Targets assembled: one with
metallic strips and one with graphitic strips

 Automatic channels calibration
 Active Diamond Target DCS and DAQ ready
 Software GUI based on ROOT
 Mechanical support in vacuum ready
 DCS integrated with PADME DAQ

Downstream

 Calibration data stored in MySqL LECCE database
Upstream
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X Charge Centroid Distribution

Multiplicity e± ≈ 8000-10000

Graphitic strips useful as ohmic
electrodes produced in the
L3 Laser Laboratory in Lecce by means
of an excimer laser ArF (λ=193 nm).

Obtained through metal layers
evaporation and mask lithography
from Applied Diamond.

Diamond Target
Strip X
inner board Back side

2 × 2 cm2 area and 50 µm thickness
18x18 strips - 1mm pitch
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 Commissioning underway in Lecce INFN for
final performance certification before the installation
in the experimental hall

